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Table I: Wave propagation in beam tube with square cross section* 

TM11 LSE,l HII El1 

E, = -sun iz cos ix 0 

E, = -coscz sin <x 4iXPsin Cz 

E@ = j cos ir 2e cos cx eJiTT3cos cx 

H, = COSC? Ji-ZPsin (z (1 + e’) sinCa: 

II, = - srn C;: ~iT-?Fcos Cx 2 cos Is 

He = j sin iz 0 E sin Cr 

* The common factor e-J”@ ej” suppressed; C = s/h; c = CR/n. 

0 (v2 - c”) c (KT) 

V fls (KF) edv7zc’ (w) 

vdx7s’(Kr) +c (tv) 

(v” - e2) S (Kr) 0 

@-=7s’(nr) v$c (w) 

efs (w) th/mc (Kf) 

where the prime denot.es tlie derivative witli respect to the argu- 

ment. The frequency fi is given by 0? = x2 + c2 with the vertical 
wave number fixed by c = n/h and the horizontal wave number 
K by the boundary condition S’ (Anne) = 0 and C (xERo) = 0 
The phase velocit,y at the center of the torus (z = 0, P = R) then 
fc~llorvs from 

.$= ($+ (g 
Inspection of Table I suggests that the lore-frequency cou- 

pling impedance is dominated by the 1111 mode. An approximate 
value for the mode number n, at which u = 1 is given by” 

R 312 
rt; z=3 2.057 - 

0 w 

In RHIC R = 243.24 m and w = 7.29 cm resulting in the 
approximate n,! z 0.4 x 10” which difiers substantially from 
the exact value na = 1564 x 10” obtained with the SLATEC 
routines. For comparison, the TM11 cutoff mode number is 
nToM = &R/w = 1.48 x 104. 

The synchronous coupling impedance follows to be 

dn R R S” (/CR) 
= qrJ. S” (nr)tlr 

The functions S(rcr) and S’ ( ^ ) &T are shown in Fig. 2 for the RHIC 
geometry from which 

n s2 

and the lowfrequency coupling imped:rur~c 

~zjO.93($)*(,, (t)‘} 

in good agreement with approximatch results for the torus with 
circular cross section. 

Asymptotic Expnnvions 
Although not required, it is convenient to replace the Bessel 

functions by their principal asymptotic forms for large n in terms 
of Airy functions leading to 

and 

S(U) c Ai(p - Ai’(p,)Bi(p) 

p/3 

S’(w) St5 -- nJ,3 {Ai’(p)ni’bi) - Ai’(p,)Bi’(p)) 

with p = -$ (Kr - n). 
Furthermore, taking into account the relation 

K+qYyT 

where y 2 = (1 - u”)-’ one can 3pproximste 

/, = -p/3,,2/3 ( 
1 1 5. _ - _ -g 

R 2-p 2 ) 

witli I = Y - It ntid t as defined above 
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Fig. 2: Functions S (al*) and S’(U) 
Fig. 1: Toroidsl beam tube geometry. 
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Discussion 

It is instructive to compare the results in this paper with 
previous publications. Zotter4 gives an expression for the space 
charge term of a beam (radius o) in a toroidal beam tube (radius 
6) in terms of associated Legendre functions from which one 
obtains the low-frequency approximation 

z 1 -= -j- In- 
n V-p { 

0 kE.,,- 1R2 
((fdr?R” 2;;;; 

> 

As expected, the space charge term vanishes for extreme relativis- 
tic energies, PI = 1; however in this approximation, no curvature 
term is obtained. 

Ng and Warnocb rl’ have derived a curvature term which sur- 
vives at v = 1. Their expression has an apparent similarity to 
the present results but differs qualitatively due to it; capacitive 
character at low frequencies arid due to the (n/n,,)- frequency 

dependence which is stronger than the present (n/n,)2 depcn- 
dencc. 

Either result allows the conclusion that the curvature efIect, 
will represent a negligible contribution at frequencies up to the 
vicinity of cutoff. As to future studies, it would be desiraljie 
to obtain a more exact expression for the phase velocity of the 
TMor-mode in a lorus with circular cross section. 
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